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tion of the signs of inuences and synergies among vari-ables. A proposition A has a positive inuence on aproposition B, if observing A to be true makes B moreprobable. VariableA is positively synergistic with vari-able B with respect to a third variable C, if the jointe�ect of A and B on the probability of C is greaterthan the sum of their individual e�ects. QPNs gener-alize straightforwardly to multivalued and continuousvariables. An expert may express his or her uncertainknowledge of a domain directly in the form of a QPN.This requires signi�cantly less e�ort than a full numer-ical speci�cation of a belief network. Alternatively, ifwe already possess a numerical belief network, then itis straightforward to identify the qualitative relationsinherent in it.In previous work [Henrion and Druzdzel, 1991] weintroduced an approach called qualitative belief prop-agation, analogous to message-passing algorithms forquantitative belief networks (e.g., [Kim and Pearl,1983]), which traces the e�ect of an observation e onsuccessive variables through a belief network to the tar-get t. Every node on the path from e to t is given alabel that characterizes the sign of impact. This wasfurther developed, with particular emphasis on inter-causal reasoning in [Wellman and Henrion, 1991]. Thisapproach di�ers from the graph reduction-based ap-proach [Wellman, 1990b] in that it preserves the orig-inal structure of the network. The graph-reductionscheme performs inference by successively reducing thenetwork to obtain the qualitative relation directly be-tween e and t. There are usually several node reduc-tion and arc reversal sequences possible at any step ofthe algorithm. As some of these sequences may leadto ambiguous signs, the algorithm needs to determinewhich sequences are optimal with respect to maximumspeci�city of the result. The computational complexityof this task is unknown [Wellman, 1990c]. The reasonwhy di�erent sequences of operators lead to di�erentspeci�city of the results, is that, although the opera-tion of arc reversal preserves the numerical propertiesof the network [Shachter, 1986], it leads to loss of theexplicit qualitative graphical information about condi-tional independencies.



Earlier work on qualitative belief propagation ap-plied only to a restricted class of singly connected be-lief networks (polytrees). The main contribution ofthis paper is to extend qualitative belief propagationto arbitrary networks and to present a complete beliefpropagation algorithm for QPNs.All random variables that we deal with in this paperare multiple-valued, discrete variables, such as thoserepresented by nodes of a Bayesian belief network. Wemake this assumption for convenience in mathematicalderivations and proofs. Lower case letters (e.g., x) willstand for random variables, indexed lower-case letters(e.g., xi) will denote their outcomes. In case of binaryrandom variables, the two outcomes will be denoted byupper case (e.g., the two outcomes of a variable c willbe denoted by C and C). Outcomes of random vari-ables are ordered from the highest to the lowest value.And so, for a random variable a, 8i < j [ai � aj ]. Forbinary variables C > C, or true>false.Qualitative Probabilistic NetworksFormally, a QPN is a pair G = (V;Q), where V is aset of variables or nodes in the graph and Q is a setof qualitative relations among the variables [Wellman,1990b]. There are two types of qualitative relations inQ: qualitative inuences and additive synergies. We re-produce their de�nitions from [Wellman and Henrion,1991]. The qualitative inuences de�ne the sign of di-rect inuence between two variables and correspond toan arc in a belief network.De�nition 1 (qualitative inuence) We say thata positively inuences c, written S+(a; c), i� for allvalues a1 > a2, c0, and x, which is the set of all of c'spredecessors other than a,Pr(c � c0ja1x) � Pr(c � c0ja2x) :This de�nition expresses the fact that increasing thevalue of a, makes higher values of c more probable.Negative qualitative inuence, S�, and zero qualitativeinuence, S0, are de�ned analogously by substituting� by � and = respectively.De�nition 2 (additive synergy) Variables a and bexhibit positive additive synergy with respect to vari-able c, written Y +(fa; bg; c), if for all a1 > a2, b1 > b2,c0, and x, which is the set of all of c's predecessorsother than a and b,Pr(c � c0ja1b1x) + Pr(c � c0ja2b2x)� Pr(c � c0ja1b2x) + Pr(c � c0ja2b1x) :The additive synergy is used with respect to two causesand a common e�ect. It captures the property that thejoint inuence of the two causes is greater than sum ofindividual e�ects. Negative additive synergy, Y �, andzero additive synergy, Y 0, are de�ned analogously bysubstituting � by � and = respectively.

If a qualitative property is not 0+, 0�, or 00, it is bydefault 0? (S? and Y ? respectively). As all the de�ni-tions are not-strict, both 0+ and 0� are consistent with00; for the same reason 0? is consistent with 00, 0+, and0�. Any qualitative property that can be described bya 00 can be also described by 0+, 0�, or 0?. Obviously,when specifying a network and doing any kind of rea-soning, one prefers stronger conclusions to weaker onesand this is captured by the canonical order of signs: 00is preferred to 0+ and 0�, and all three are preferredto 0? [Wellman, 1990b].Qualitative properties can be elicited directly froma domain expert along with the graphical networkusing their common-sense interpretation or, alterna-tively, extracted from the numerical speci�cation of aquantitative belief network using the de�nitions givenabove. It is worth noting that most popular prob-abilistic interactions exhibit unambiguous qualitativeproperties. It can be easily proven, for example, thatbi-valued noisy-OR gates have always positive inu-ences (S+) and negative additive synergies (Y �). Lin-ear (Gaussian) models yield well de�ned qualitative in-uences (i.e., non{0?) and zero additive synergies (Y 0).Figure 1 shows an example of a QPN. This networkis a small fragment of a larger belief network proposedfor modeling an Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS)propulsion engine of the Space Shuttle [Horvitz et al.,1992]. The OMS engine's fragment captured by them m m m m m������ A A A A AUH H Hj ��� J J J J^ 



�HeOx TempProbeHeOx TempOx TankLeak High OxTempOx PressureProbeHeOx ValveProblemS+ S+ S+ S+S� S�Y + Y +Figure 1: An example of a qualitative probabilistic net-work.network consists of two liquid gas tanks: an oxidizertank and a helium tank. Helium is used to pressur-ize the oxidizer, necessary for expelling the oxidizerinto the combustion subsystem. A potential temper-ature problem in the neighborhood of the two tanks(HeOx Temp) can be discovered by a probe (HeOxTemp Probe) built into the valves between the tanks.An increased temperature in the neighborhood of thetwo tanks can increase the temperature in the oxidizertank (High Ox Temp) and this in turn can cause a leakin the oxidizer tank (Ox Tank Leak). A leak may lead



to a decreased pressure in the tank. A problem withthe valve between the two tanks (HeOx Valve Prob-lem) can also be a cause of a decreased pressure inthe oxidizer tank. The pressure in the oxidizer tank ismeasured by a pressure gauge (Ox Pressure Probe). Ofall the variables in this network, only the values of thetwo probes (HeOx Temp Probe and Ox Pressure Probe)are directly observable. The others must be inferred.Links in a QPN are labeled by signs of the qual-itative inuences S� , each pair of links coming intoa node is described by the signs of the synergy be-tween them. Note that all these relations are uncer-tain. An increased HeOx Temp will usually lead toan increased reading from the HeOx Temp Probe, butnot always | the probe may fail. But the fact thatincreased HeOx Temp makes an increased HeOx TempProbe more probable is denoted by a positive inuenceS+.Qualitative Intercausal ReasoningIn earlier work [Henrion and Druzdzel, 1991] we pro-posed a third qualitative property, called product syn-ergy, which was further studied by Wellman and Hen-rion [1993]. Product synergy captures the sign of con-ditional dependence between immediate predecessorsof a node that has been observed or has evidentialsupport. The most common pattern of reasoning cap-tured by product synergy is known as explaining away.For example, suppose my observed sneezing could becaused by an incipient cold or by a cat allergy. Subse-quently observing a cat would explain away the sneez-ing, and so reduce my fear that I was getting a cold.This is a consequence of the negative product synergybetween cold and allergy on sneezing.A key desired feature of any qualitative property be-tween two variables in a network is that this is invari-ant to the probability distribution of other neighbor-ing nodes. This invariance allows for drawing conclu-sions that are valid regardless of the numerical values ofprobability distributions of the neighboring variables.Previous work on intercausal reasoning concentratedon situations where all irrelevant ancestors of the com-mon e�ect were assumed to be instantiated. To be ableto perform intercausal reasoning in arbitrary belief net-works, we extended the de�nition of product synergyto accommodate this case. We reproduce here only themost important results. The complete derivations andproofs are reported in [Druzdzel and Henrion, 1993].De�nition 3 (half positive semi-de�niteness) Asquare n � n matrix M is called half positive semi-de�nite (half negative semi-de�nite) if for any non-negative vector x consisting of n elements xTMx � 0(xTMx � 0).The following theorem states the su�cient conditionfor a matrix to be half positive semi-de�nite. Neces-sity of this condition in general remains a conjecture,although we have shown that it is necessary for 2 � 2and 3� 3 matrices.

Theorem 1 (half positive semi-de�niteness) Asu�cient condition for half positive semi-de�nitenessof a matrix is that it is a sum of a positive semi-de�niteand a non-negative matrix.De�nition 4 (product synergy) Let a, b, and x bepredecessors of c in a QPN. Let nx denote the num-ber of possible values of x. Variables a and b exhibitnegative product synergy with respect to a particularvalue c0 of c, regardless of the distribution of x, writtenX�(fa; bg; c0), if for all a1 > a2 and for all b1 > b2, asquare nx � nx matrix D with elementsDij = Pr(c0ja1b1xi)Pr(c0ja2b2xj)� Pr(c0ja2b1xi)Pr(c0ja1b2xj) :is half negative semi-de�nite. IfD is half positive semi-de�nite, a and b exhibit positive product synergy writ-ten as X+(fa; bg; c0). If D is a zero matrix, a and bexhibit zero product synergy written as X0(fa; bg; c0).Note that product synergy is de�ned with respect toeach outcome of the common e�ect c. There are, there-fore, as many product synergies as there are outcomesin c. For a binary variable c, there are two productsynergies, one for C and one for C.Although the de�nition of product synergy mayseem rather unintuitive, it simply captures formallythe sign of conditional dependence between pairs ofdirect ancestors of a node, given that the node hasbeen observed. This sign can be easily elicited directlyfrom the expert. It is worth noting that most popu-lar probabilistic interactions, the bi-valued noisy-ORgates exhibit negative product synergy (X�) for thecommon e�ect observed to be present and zero prod-uct synergy (X0) for the common e�ect observed to beabsent, for all pairs of their direct ancestors.Intercausal reasoning is an important componentof the qualitative belief propagation allowing for signpropagation in cases where some of the network vari-ables are instantiated. The following theorem describesthe sign of intercausal reasoning for direct evidentialsupport for the common e�ect node (see Figure 2).We prove an analogue theorem for indirect evidentialsupport in [Druzdzel and Henrion, 1993].m mm mJ J J J^ 



� �a bc xX�Figure 2: Intercausal reasoning between a and b withc observed.Theorem 2 (intercausal reasoning) Let a, b, andx be direct predecessors of c such that a and b are con-ditionally independent (see Figure 2). A su�cient and



necessary condition for S�(a; b) on observation of c0is negative product synergy, X�(fa; bg; c0).Qualitative Belief PropagationIn singly connected networks, evidence ows from theobserved variables outwards to all remaining nodes ofthe network, and never in the opposite direction. Inthe presence of multiple connections, this paradigm be-comes problematic, as the evidence coming into a nodecan arrive from multiple directions. For any link thatis part of a clique of nodes, it becomes impossible todetermine in which direction the evidence ows. Nu-merical belief propagation through multiply connectedgraphs, encounters the problem of a possibly in�nitesequence of local belief propagation and an unstableequilibrium that does not necessarily correspond tothe new probabilistic state of the network [Pearl, 1988,pages 195{223]. Algorithms adapting the belief propa-gation paradigm to multiply connected belief networkstreat loops in the underlying graph separately and es-sentially reduce the graph to a singly connected one.It turns out that the qualitative properties of theQPNs allow for an interesting view of qualitative beliefpropagation. The qualitative inuences and synergiesare de�ned in such a way that they are independent ofany other nodes interacting with the nodes that theydescribe. This allows the propagation of belief froma node e to a node n to disregard all such nodes ande�ectively decompose the ow of evidence from e ton into distinct trails from e to n. On each of thesetrails, belief ows in only one direction, from e to n,and never in the opposite direction, exactly as it doesin singly connected networks.The belief propagation approach requires that quali-tative changes be propagated in both directions. Prod-uct synergy is symmetric with respect to the predeces-sor nodes, so X�(fa; bg; c0) impliesX�(fb; ag; c0). Thefollowing theorem shows that a qualitative inuencebetween any two nodes in a network is also symmetric.Theorem 3 (symmetry) S�(a; b) implies S�(b; a).The theorem follows from the monotone likelihoodproperty [Milgrom, 1981]. It shows merely that thesign of inuence is symmetric. The magnitude of theinuence of a variable a on a variable b can be arbi-trarily di�erent from the magnitude of the inuence ofb on a.Of the de�nitions below, trail, head-to-head node,and active trail are based on [Geiger et al., 1990].De�nition 5 (trail in undirected graph) A trailin an undirected graph is an alternating sequence ofnodes and links of the graph such that every link joinsthe nodes immediately preceding it and following it.De�nition 6 (trail) A trail in a directed acyclicgraph is an alternating sequence of links and nodes ofthe graph that form a trail in the underlying undirectedgraph.

De�nition 7 (head-to-head node) A node c iscalled a head-to-head node with respect to a trail t ifthere are two consecutive edges a! c and c b on t.De�nition 8 (minimal trail) A trail connecting aand b in which no node appears more than once is calleda minimal trail between a and b.De�nition 9 (active trail) A trail t connectingnodes a and b is said to be active given a set of nodes Lif (1) every head-to-head node with respect to t eitheris in L or has a descendant in L and (2) every othernode on t is outside L.De�nition 10 (evidential trail) A minimal activetrail between an evidence node e and a node n is calledan evidential trail from e to n.De�nition 11 (intercausal link) Let a and b be di-rect ancestors of a head-to-head node t. An intercausallink exists between a and b, if t is in or has a descen-dant in the set of evidence nodes. The sign of the in-tercausal link is the sign of the intercausal inuencebetween a and b determined by the product synergy.Qualitative signs combine by means of sign multipli-cation and sign addition operators, de�ned in Table 1.
 + � 0 ?+ + � 0 ?� � + 0 ?0 0 0 0 0? ? ? 0 ? � + � 0 ?+ + ? + ?� ? � � ?0 + � 0 ?? ? ? ? ?Table 1: Sign multiplication (
) and sign addition (�)operators [Wellman, 1990b]De�nition 12 (sign of a trail) The sign of a trail tis the sign product of signs of all direct and intercausallinks on t.Theorem 4 (evidential trails) The qualitative in-uence of a node e on a node n is equal to the signsum of the signs of all evidential trails from e to n.Proof: (outline) We demonstrate for each of thethree qualitative properties that they are insensitiveto the probability distribution of neighboring nodes.The presence of another, parallel trail through whichevidence might ow changes only the probability dis-tribution of the neighboring nodes, and this does notimpact the qualitative properties of other nodes andpaths.This implies that none of the straightforward prop-agation rules for the singly connected networks will beinvalidated by the presence of multiple trails. Qualita-tive change in belief in a node n given a single evidencenode e can be viewed as a sum of changes through in-dividual evidential trails from e to n. It will be welldetermined only if the signs of these paths are consis-tent (i.e., the sign sum is not 0?). 2



The algorithm for qualitative belief propagation(Figure 3) is based on local message passing. Thegoal is to determine a sign for each node denoting thedirection of change in belief for that node given newevidence for an observed node. Initially each node isset to 00, except the observed node which is set to thespeci�ed sign. A message is sent to each neighbor. Thesign of each message becomes the sign product of itsprevious sign and the sign of the link it traverses. Eachmessage keeps a list of the nodes it has visited and itsorigin, so it can avoid visiting any node more thanonce. Each message travels on one evidential trail.Each node, on receiving a message, updates its ownsign with the sign sum of itself and the sign of themessage. Then it passes a copy of the message to allunvisited neighbors that need to update their signs.Given: A qualitative probabilistic network,an evidence node e.Output: Sign of the inuence of eon each node in the networkData structures:f In each of the nodes gsign ch; f sign of change gsign evs; f sign of evidential support gMain Program:for each node n in the network do ch := 00;Propagate-Sign(;; e; e;0+) ;Recursive procedure for sign propagation:f trail visited nodes,from sender of the message,to recipient of the message,sign sign of inuence from from to to gPropagate-Sign(trail; from; to; sign)beginif to " ch = sign� to " ch then exit;f exit if already made the update gto " ch := sign� to " ch;f update the sign of to gtrail := trail [ to;f add to to the set of visited nodes gfor each n in the Markov blanket of to dobegins := sign of the link; f direct or intercausal gsn := n " ch; f current sign of n gif the link to n is activeand n 62 trailand sn 6= to " ch
 s thenPropagate-Sign(trail; to;n; to " ch
 s);endendFigure 3: The algorithm for qualitative sign propaga-tion.The character of the sign addition operator impliesthat each node can change its sign at most twice |�rst from 00 to 0+, 0�, or 0? and then, if at all, only to0?, which can never change to any other sign. Henceeach node receives a request for updating its sign atmost twice, and the total number of messages for the

network to reach stability is less than twice the numberof nodes. Each message carries a list of visited nodes,which contains at most the total number of nodes inthe graph. Hence, the algorithm is quadratic in the sizeof the network. Unfortunately, this propagation algo-rithm does not generalize straightforwardly to quanti-tative belief networks.The sign propagation will reach each node in the net-work that is not d-separated from the evidence nodee. It is possible to change the focus of the algorithmto determining the sign of some target node n andall nodes that are located on active trails from e to n.This requires a small amount of preprocessing, consist-ing of removal of irrelevant barren and ancestor nodes.The methods to do that are summarized in [Druzdzel,1993]. m m m m m m������ A A A A AUH H Hj ��� J J J^ 


�HeOx TempProbeHeOx TempOx TankLeakHigh OxTempOx PressureProbeHeOx ValveProblem+ + ++ � ��� �� A AUH Hj �� A AU-+ + + + + � 0Figure 4: Algorithm for qualitative belief propagation:An example.Figure 4 shows an example of how the algorithmworks in practice. Suppose that we want to know thee�ect of observing a high reading of the HeOx TempProbe on other variables in the model. We set the signsof each of the nodes to 00 and start by sending a pos-itive sign to HeOx Temp Probe, which is our evidencenode. HeOx Temp Probe determines that its parent,node HeOx Temp, needs updating, as the sign productof 0+ and the sign of the link 0+ is 0+ and is di�erentfrom the current value of the node 00. After receivingthis message, HeOx Temp sends messages to its directdescendants High Ox Temp and Ox Tank Leak, whoalso need updating. As the sign of Ox Tank Leak isalready 0+, High Ox Temp does not send any furthermessages. Seeing that Ox Pressure Probe needs updat-ing, Ox Tank Leak will send it a message. The sign ofthis message is 0�, because the sign of the qualitativeinuence between Ox Tank Leak andOx Pressure Probeis 0�. Ox Pressure Probe will not send any further mes-sages and the algorithm will terminate leaving HeOxValve Problem una�ected. The �nal sign in each nodesexpresses how the probability of this node is impactedby observing a high reading of HeOx Temp Probe.



Conclusions and ApplicationsThis paper has described an extension of belief prop-agation in qualitative probabilistic networks to mul-tiply connected networks. Qualitative belief propaga-tion can be performed in polynomial time. The typeof reasoning addressed by QPNs and by the algorithmthat we propose, namely determining the sign of evi-dential impact, is one of the few queries that can beanswered in polynomial time in general networks, evenwhen all nodes are of some restricted type, for exam-ple noisy-OR or continuous linear (Gaussian). Beliefpropagation is more powerful than graph reduction ap-proach for two reasons: (1) it uses product synergy,which is a new qualitative property of probabilistic in-teractions, and (2) it o�ers a reasoning scheme, whoseoperators do not lead to loss of qualitative informationand whose �nal results do not depend on the order oftheir application. Although examples of problems thatcan be resolved by belief propagation and not by graphreduction can be easily found, it is unfair to comparethe strength of the two methods, as belief propagationuses an additional qualitative property, namely prod-uct synergy.Wellman [1990a] describes several possible applica-tions of QPNs, such as support for heuristic planningand identi�cation of dominant decisions in a decisionproblem. The belief propagation approach proposed inthis paper supports these applications, and has the ad-ditional advantage over the graph-reduction approachin that it preserves the underlying graph and deter-mines the sign of the node of interest along with thesigns of all intermediate nodes. This supports directlytwo new applications of QPNs. Firstly, it allows acomputer program, in case of sign-ambiguity, to reectabout the model at a meta level and �nd the reasonfor ambiguity, for example, which paths are in conict.Hence, it can suggest ways in which the least addi-tional speci�city could resolve the ambiguity. This mayturn out to be a desirable property, as many multiply-connected networks that we used for testing the algo-rithm led in some queries, especially those involvingintercausal reasoning, to ambiguous results. One rea-son for that is that the most common value of productsynergy appears to be negative, which in loops oftenleads to conicts with usually positive signs of links.A second application involves using the resulting signsfor generation of intuitive qualitative explanations ofhow the observed evidence is relevant to the node ofinterest. The individual signs, along with the signs ofinuences, can be translated into natural language sen-tences describing paths of change from the evidence tothe variable in question. A method for generation ofverbal explanations of reasoning based on belief prop-agation is outlined in [Druzdzel, 1993].AcknowledgmentsWe are most grateful to Michael Wellman and twoanonymous reviewers for insightful comments.
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